
www.ncts.ie
A redesign



For the redesign of the NCT site, 
Applus the owners of the national 
car testing service approached 
Webfactory to redesign their 
website from the ground up.



Objectives
Reduce the number of phone queries

Increase online bookings

Provide a clear and focused website

Improve the booking process

Update and rework the navigation/UI



During the Information architecture 
(IA) process, I worked on the 
sitemap by reviewing contents and 
with information gathered from an 
SEO audit that was carried out by 
our content department. I was able 
to reduce the top level navigation 
from 11 links down to 6.



Using a rapid sketch technique and armed with results from the IA, I set about 
sketching out each template I was going to design. From small matchbox 
sketches and walkthroughs to overall page concepts…



Moving from sketch to wireframes that I built in Photoshop, I was able to present 
a good working representation of the site for client review. After client feedback 
and edits we were ready to move into design.



I had license to present a completely new design to what currently existed. 
Applus had no brand guidelines or colour palette, with the only stipulation that the 
existing logo must be kept.



The client had requested a website that was contemporary, clean and fresh and 
simple to use. My approach was to create an inline responsive solution with a 
friendly feel with a simple user interface. 



My main aim of the site was to create a processes flow that is as familiar as 
booking a flight or a cinema ticket online.



The end result checked all the 
targets in the initial brief.

The website I created for NCT was 
clean, simple and responsive.

After an initial bedding in period 
with the new site, the client has 
started to see an increase in online 
bookings, and the variations in 
devices has moved from desktop 
heavy to a number of different 
devices. 


